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In this issue of Molecular Cell, Kubota et al. (2012) show how different temporal patterns of insulin are de-
coded by the AKT signaling network, providing both new mechanistic insights and physiological relevance.
Cells can be remarkably frugal. They

often use the same molecule for different

purposes. This can be accomplished, for

example, through covalent modifications

or cofactors that change the function

of a protein. Cells can also change the

specificity of a signaling molecule by

varying its dynamical behavior. Examples

of this phenomenon have emerged from

diverse signaling pathways (Batchelor

et al., 2011; Boulware and Marchant,

2008; Brabant et al., 1992; Santos et al.,

2007), but the question of how different

dynamical patterns are interpreted by

cells remains unclear. Kubota et al.

(2012) tackle this question by investi-

gating the mechanisms that decode

different temporal patterns of insulin sig-

naling. Using an elegant combination of

experiments and computational model-

ing, they show how specific temporal

features of the insulin signal are selec-

tively decoded by the kinetics and

connectivity of the downstream process-

ing network.

Insulin is a hormone that is critically

important for carbohydrate and fat

metabolism. It is released by the pancreas

in three distinct dynamical patterns

(Polonsky et al., 1988) (Figure 1): a sus-

tained elevation in response to meals

(additional secretion); a persistently low

level in response to fasting (basal secre-

tion); and 10–15 min oscillations (pulses),

a pattern that appears to be optimal for

efficient glucose uptake (Bratusch-

Marrain et al., 1986). The observation of

distinct dynamical patterns of insulin sig-

naling suggests that each pattern may

have a specific physiological role. How

do cells decode these patterns? What

roles might they play in metabolism?

To address these questions, Kubota

et al. (2012) first determined how different

dynamical patterns of insulin are pre-

sented to cells. They found that all
patterns were captured by the temporal

pattern of phosphorylated AKT (pAKT),

which serves as an intracellular readout

for extracellular insulin signals (Figure 1).

They termed this process ‘‘encoding.’’

Next, they hypothesized that specific

downstream molecules in the AKT

network could detect distinct dynamic

features of pAKT, effectively ‘‘decoding’’

the layered signal into individual parts.

Specifically, they measured the temporal

profiles of pAKT and three of its down-

stream effectors: ribosomal protein S6

kinase (S6K), glucose-6-phosphatase

(G6Pase), and glycogen synthase

kinase-3b (GSK3b). As will be seen, these

enzymes can detect subtle and specific

differences in pAKT dynamics.

To determine which downstream com-

ponents detect transient pAKT dynamics,

they performed a series of ‘‘step-up’’

stimulations in which the starting and

ending amounts of insulin are the

same—the only difference is how quickly

the concentration is ramped up. Interest-

ingly, one of the downstream molecules,

S6K, could detect these differences

quite well. In contrast, G6Pase was

insensitive to the step-up rate, showing

similar induction regardless of the rate of

insulin increase. Next, they tested how

each enzyme responds to sustained

pAKT activation. They exposed cells to

a burst of insulin followed by a ‘‘step

down’’ in which the concentration was

lowered to different sustained levels.

Under these conditions, G6Pase and

GSK3b showed strong sensitivity to

the final pAKT level. S6K, on the other

hand, returned to the same starting level

regardless of the final pAKT level.

Through this series of time-dependent

stimulations and experimental measure-

ments, Kubota et al. (2012) were able to

methodically unravel which temporal

features of the pAKT (and thus the insulin
Molecular Cell
signal) are detected by S6K, G6Pase,

and GSK3b.

What properties of the downstream

effectors allow them to respond to

different upstream dynamics? To help

explain the mechanism of decoding, the

authors constructed a computational

model of the AKT signaling network and

fit the model to measurements obtained

through step-up and step-down stimula-

tions. Good fits between experimental

measurements and simulations required

fast activation kinetics for S6K and

GSK3b, and slow kinetics with high

pAKT sensitivity for G6Pase. Further

mechanistic insight was suggested by

the topology of the AKT network. In the

model, S6K is activated through an

incoherent feed-forward loop that in-

volves rapid activation followed by

delayed inactivation through mTOR

(Figure 1). This motif structure could

explain why S6K levels return to the

same concentration regardless of the

final stimulus level, a property known

as perfect adaptation (Goentoro et al.,

2009; Ma et al., 2009). In contrast,

GSK3b was activated directly by pAKT

and G6Pase was inhibited through a

single intermediate, Fox01. These en-

zymes could not reproduce the adapta-

tion of S6K in response to step-up stimu-

lation of insulin, but could readily detect

sustained stimulation.

The model harmonizes with our current

understanding of insulin physiology. S6K,

which is involved in protein synthesis,

interpreted the transient AKT response

with perfect adaptation. Thus, it is well

suited to respond to the additional secre-

tion of insulin after a meal, when blood is

rich with amino acids and other nutrients.

G6Pase, which is involved in gluconeo-

genesis, was predicted to have slow

activation kinetics but high sensitivity to

low insulin concentrations. As such,
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Figure 1. Interpreting Mixed Insulin Signals
Three patterns of insulin dynamics have been observed in vivo: additional secretion in response to meals, basal secretion during low glucose uptake, and
10–15 min pulses. These dynamical responses are captured simultaneously in the temporal pattern of pAKT. According to model predictions, the intracellular
activity of pAKT is decoded by the kinetics and connectivity of the downstream signaling network. An incoherent feed-forward loop structure triggers rapid
activation followed by delayed inhibition of S6K. This architecture allows S6K to sense changes in pAKT and ensures that S6K returns to the same level.
G6Pase is activated through an inhibitory feed-forward structure with slow kinetics but high sensitivity to pAKT. These properties allow G6Pase to filter out
transient fluctuations in the input signal. GSK3b, which is controlled by direct activation, reproduces all dynamical features of AKT. For downstream responses,
dotted lines represent the combined dynamical behavior in response to multiple insulin signals layered onto pAKT simultaneously; shaded trajectories represent
the different components resulting from the distinct patterns of insulin dynamics.
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G6Pase may function when insulin levels

are low for long periods, such as during

fasting. GSK3b is involved in glycogen-

esis, the storage of glucose as glycogen.

This enzyme responded rapidly to all

insulin levels, reflecting its ability to

process glucose consistently under all

types of insulin signaling. Each dynamical

pattern may therefore signify a unique

physiological response in vivo.

Kubota et al. (2012) have presented

an attractive model of insulin signal pro-

cessing in which the decoding potential

of the network arises from ‘‘design

logic’’—differences in kinetic behavior

and network connectivity. Their study

therefore provides a concrete example

of how complex signaling dynamics are

encoded and decoded by a molecular

network. It also raises a few interesting

questions about the insulin response.

For example, the model predicted a

delayed inhibition of S6K through

mTOR, but the existence and precise
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nature of such inhibition remains to be

validated experimentally. Another ques-

tion is how S6K, G6Pase, and GSK3b

will respond to insulin oscillations, rather

than to a single pulse. A microfluidics

approach that controls the timing of

insulin pulses may reveal whether these

enzymes function optimally at a specific

frequency, as was observed for yeast

responding to repeated osmotic shock

(Mettetal et al., 2008). Since it is well

known that aberrant insulin signaling

can lead to various metabolic diseases

including diabetes mellitus, a more

complete understanding of how insulin

dynamics control downstream re-

sponses promises to provide a new

way of thinking about how to diagnose

and treat metabolic disorders.
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